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Cool sword names for skyrim

» Wed Mar 13, 2013 4:26 pm So I finally got to my enchanting decent level and finally found chaos fascination and was ready to charm my sword until I realized that I couldn't think up the unique name for it. So I hopped them here on the forums in hopes that you fine people would help me. The sword is
Stalhrim's one hand, my character is a nord man named Bothvar War-Bear. I was thinking about something to do with bears, like Bjorn but it seems to run to the mill. Everyone has epic names of sword that would suit the great Nord warrior and the last of his clan? Unstoppable Judge Posts: 3337Joined:
Sat 29, 2006 11:22 » Wed Mar 13, 2013 1:43 pm IcetalonHailstonePermafrostleFrostcallerGlazeCrystalfangSorry, did not read the Bear part, but it is ice /stahlrim related. Stephy Beck Posts: 3492Joined: Mon April 16, 2007 12:33 pm » Wed March 13, 2013 3:28 Pm Bear Dragon Tongue on Kodaav'Sword
on Zahkrii'Blade's 'Tuz'Hope, which helps. Angus Poole Posts: 3594Joined: Friday 03 Aug 2007 9:04 » Wed March 13, 2013 1:12 Pm Wow not only was that fast, but these are some big names! Thank you both for your help. Now I need to see which one is the name of Bothvar's mighty sword, which will
bring peace to the world in these difficult times. R.I.p MOmmy Posts: 3463Unsed: Wed Sep 06, 2006 20:40 Back V - Skyrim all postsname for swordI'm trying to come up with a truly name dragonbone sword, which my back story is designed for the ultimate weapon, only in the northwest. I would like it to
have a really good name dovahzul-can someone give me good suggestions?  (edited by Fandom user)0Zindro Moro (triumph of glory) or the less impressive Kinzon Zahkrii (sharp sword) wiki page language is here. (changed AzuraKnight) All three of them are great choices!  I was hoping for something
related to the soul or essence, because the weapon is powerful enough for my story to rend in both secular and magical life, but these are brilliant choices! A thousand thanks!  (edited by Fandom user)0If you look at the page I related to the above word soul is Sil Zahkrii (soul sword) or Sil Tuz (soul blade)
if you conjure it with a fiery Soul Trap Sil Raw (soul hell) etc (edited by AzuraKnight) Thanks so much! But keeping the suggestions coming-every bit helps!  (edited by Fandom user) Thanks! Just that you know I've read that wiki page-I'm just struggling to come up with good names and thought many
hano do an easy job. (edited by Fandom user) Feyn Do Dovah- Bane of Dragon Tuz Do Vugal- Blade of Ebony Deyra Riil Chalk- Daedra Monster Slayer. This one has four words: Druniik not faal Vulom- Bringer of the Darkness (edited by Kobkob1)0Try Naegling as well. If you want sword names without
having to search for TES Dovahi (or other Tamrielic for inspiration, try old Norwegian names for swords. (edited by Ifnsman)0Dragon Language - English 1.  Cold spell. Sot Feyn- White Bane Krah Feyn- Cold Bane Sos ei Faal Iiz- Blood of the Ice 2. Shock sorcery. Ved Strun- Black Storm 3. Unenchanted
Deyruv Sos- Daedric Blood Sos ei faal Deyra- Veri Daedra Tuz do Krasfaal- Blade of Corruption Davahro Feyn- Dragon's Bane Sos Feyn- Blood Bane (edited by administrators) in: Skyrim, Skyrim: Unique Weapons, Skyrim: Lists Edit Share For Other purposes, see Unique Weapons. This page lists all
unique weapons that can be older Scrolls V: Skyrim. Weapons range from swords and maces to war axes, battleaxes, greatswords, warhammers, bows and daggers. Unique weapons can be found during the investigation or in quest items as part of a specific quest. Each weapon has a unique name
and/or unique sorcery that distinguishes it from other weapons of this type. Some of these weapons damage the scale according to the level they have acquired. In 2004✔ 2004, Taavi Saare became chief of staff. absorbs 15 health and has the option to reduce target armor xx018ddd Bolar's Oathblade
11 10 1014 Do 25 points of Stamina damage. Creatures and humans up to level 12 escape fight 30 seconds 000C1989 Ceremonial Sword 8 12 5 - ✔ 0008ADFC Chillrend 15 16 1442 Target takes 30 points frost damage. Võimalus halvata 2 sekundit Tase 46+: 000F8318 Dawnbreaker 12 10 740 Burns
eest 10-15 punkti, ja kui tapmine undead, võimalus põhjustada tulise plahvatuse, mis muutub või hävitab lähedal undead 0004E4EE Dragonbane 14 14 2596 40 punkti ekstra kahju draakonid, 10 punkti šokk kahju teistele Tase 46 +: 000F71D0 Äravoolusüda Mõõk 11 3 73 Absorbeerida 15 punkti
vastupidavust 000F71DD Eduj 11 9 300 Target võtab 10 punkti külma kahju tervisele ja vastupidavust 0008FFDF Gauldur Blackblade 11 15 1286 Absorberida 25 punkti tervise tase 36+: 000F5D1D Ghostblade 8 1 300 Kas 3 punkti lisakahju, ignoreerides armor 00094A2B Grimsever 12 14 727 Target
võtab 15 punkti külma kahju tervisele ja vastupidavusele ✔ 00053379 Harkon's Sword DG 8 9 1472 neelab 15 punkti Tervis , Magicka ja Vastupidavus When wielded by vampire 020067CF Herebane's Courage 11 13 639 Burns goal 25 points. Targets on fire take extra damage 000F9648 Hjaft sword 8
12 13 - ✔ 00068976 Lunar Iron Sword 7 9 158 While the months are over, burns target 20 points Level 6 +: 0003B0C4 Lunar Steel Sword 8 10 138 While the months are over, burns target 20 points Level 8 +: 0003B0BD Paddle Sword DR 16 3 427 Absorb 15 points endurance xx039fb4 Nightingale
Blade 14 15 1665 Absorb 25 points and endurance level 46+: 000F6527 Queen Freydis's Sword 8 10 45 - ✔ 000AB85D Red Eagle's Bane 11 15 100 Undead to level 13 is set to burn and flee 30 seconds 000AB703 Red Eagle's Fury 8 12 97 Burns 5 points. Goals fire take extra damage 0009FD50
Soulrender DR 13 10 1000 When wielded with Bloodscythe, absorbs 15 magicka and has the opportunity to lower the target magical defenses xx036689 Pale Blade 11 15 667 Goals take 25 points for cold damage. Creatures and people up to level 16 escape fight 30 seconds Level 27 +: 000F5D2D
Flashy Sword 11 10 70 - 0009F25C Windshear 11 10 40 Bash Attacks Made with This Weapon Is The Possibility of Knocking Enemies Down 0006EA8B War Axes[edit | edit] Name Lummus Quest Record ID Ceremonial Axe 9 14 5 - ✔ 0008ABFD Dawnguard Rune Axe DG 11 13 175 Does 10+ solar
damage undead where n is the number of undead killed with axe since last sunrise xx01668c Ghorbash's Ancestral Axe 8 11 30 - 0006A8FD Hoarfrost DR 5 10 946 Target take 15 points for cold damage to health and endurance, and there is a small chance of being frozen solid xx0179c9 Lunar Iron War
Axe 8 11 163 While the months are out, burns target 20 points Level 6 +: 0003B0C7 Lunar Steel War Axe 9 12 188 While the months are over, burns target 20 points Level 6 +: 0003B0BE notched Pickaxe 5 10 303 Raises wielder's Smithing abilities , and no 5 shock damage enemies hit 001019D4 Okin
12 11 320 Target takes 10 points cold damage to health and endurance 0008FFDE Poacher's Axe 5 10 32 3 points extra damage to Animals 000AE086 Ulfric's War Axe 9 12 55 - 00013983 Two-handed [edit source] Battleaxes[edit | edit source] Greatswords[edit | edit source] Name Enchantment Quest
Point ID Ebony Blade 11 10 2000 absorbs health from base 10 to max 30 , upgraded to killing friendly NPC 0004A38F Balgruuf's Greatsword 17 17 200 - 000946FC Bloodskal Blade DR 21 16 1250 Releases energy blast power attacks, which deals with 30 damage xx01a578 Stormfang DR 17 17 1175
Target takes 30 points shock damage, and halves Magicka damage xx026b0b Warhammers[edit | edit source] Archery[edit source] Bows[edit | edit source] Staves[edit | edit source] Aetherial StaffDG - ExclusiveGuardguard; can be crafted by Aetherium Forge. Summons the Dwarf Spider or Dwarf sphere
for 60 seconds. Dragon Priest Staff - Unique staff found inside forelhost, looted from Rahgot itself. Flames wall effect. Dragon Priest Staff - A unique variant of staves usually wielded by Skyrim Dragon Priests Skuldafn, which can be taken by priest of the thong using certain methods. Eye of Melka -
Unique staff found four skull lookout attached to the cave. Note: This location changes the level and based on whether certain dungeons have been deleted. Agree to help Melka, Hagraven Dragonborn meets and he rewards the players at the end of the staff. Causes a fiery explosion, the damage is
leveled by the character. Gadnor's Staff of Charming - a unique staff that, despite its name, actually causes fury. Found on Gadnor's body in the Crystaldrift Cave. Halldir's Staff - Unique staff found inside Halldir's Cairn, looted from Halldir itself. Pacify and Soul Trap effect. Hevnoraak's Staff - Unique staff
found inside Valthume, looted from Hevnoraak itself. The effect of the storm wall. Mianna StaffDR - Unique staff received at the end of the Apocry- summit. Sanguine Rose - Daedric artifact Sanguine. Derived at the end of Quest Night to remember. Calls Dremora Lord for 60 seconds. Skull corruption -
Daedric artifact Vaermina. Possible reward quest for awakening nightmare. Book extra damages if it's blamed for a dream that can be collected from sleeping NPCs. Staff at the Arcane Authority - Found shelves in the room right in front of the bar Frozen Hearth Winterhold. Staff of Hag's Wrath - Found
after completing the quest for Repentance. Creates a wall of fire/ice/lightning (spawns randomly in one of the three effects). Staff Jyrik Gauldurson - Found at the end of a quest for The Under Saarthal, on a table near Jyrik Gauldurson. Dealing with shock damage. Staff Magnus - Wielded by Dragon Priest
Morokei, and needed towards the end of the College of Winterhold questline. Absorbs Magicka then health when the goal is out magicka. Wabbajack - Daedric artifact Sheogorath. Received quest for Mind of Madness. The blast of Wabbajack has an unpredictable effect. See also [edit | edit source]
Weapons (Dawnguard) Weapons (Dragonborn) * Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means, at no extra cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission when you click through and make a purchase. The connection content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated.
Noted.
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